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Some Asymptotic Formulae for Gaussian Distributions
V. V. Yurinsky*
Institute of Mathematics, Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
Novosibirsk, Russia
This paper considers asymptotic expansions of certain expectations which appear
in the theory of large deviation for Gaussian random vectors with values in a
separable real Hilbert space. A typical application is to calculation of the ``tails'' of
distributions of smooth functionals, p(r)=P[8(r&1!)0], r  , e.g., the prob-
ability that a centered Gaussian random vector hits the exterior of a large sphere
surrounding the origin. The method provides asymptotic formulae for the prob-
ability itself and not for its logarithm in a situation, where it is natural to expect
that p(r)=c$rD exp[&c"r2]. Calculations are based on a combination of the
method of characteristic functionals with the Laplace method used to find
asymptotics of integrals containing a fast decaying function with ``small'' support.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to derive some asymptotic expansions for
the expectation
m(r, {)=Ef (r,[!; r&1, {]; {) g(!; r&1, {), (1)
where ! is a centered Gaussian random vector (RV) with values in a
separable real Hilbert space X and 1r, { are small positive parameters. The
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asymptotic expansions are in powers of these latter. Below, an asymptotic
expansion is typically
m(r, {)= :
J
j=0
:
K
k=0
mjk
{k
r j
+\JK (r, {),
(2)
|\JK (r, {)|c(r&J&1+{K+1).
The assumptions about the functions in the right-hand side of (1) reflect
the envisaged applications to large deviation problems, in particular, to
that of calculating the probability
p(r) =def P[8(r&1!)0] (3)
for a sufficiently regular functional 8. In the situation considered, one can
expect the main term of the asymptotic expansion to be the product of a
quadratic exponential exp[&48r2] and a power of r (see Section 3 for
details).
The function ,: X_[0, 1]2  Rd, d1, is smooth. The function g in (1)
is also smooth in all its arguments. The function f ( y; {), y # Rd, need not
be smooth in its argument y. It may include indicator functions of segments
on coordinate axes as factors, e.g., of the form f ( y)=exp[&y(1)] 1C ( y),
where C/Rd is either the whole space or the Cartesian product of several
coordinate half-axes. The function f is smooth in its argument { and
satisfies a special integrability condition. The results pertaining to the
asymptotics of (1) are listed in Section 2 below. The main result is
Theorem 2.1. Section 1 is preparatory. It describes restrictions imposed on
the distribution of ! and the functions in (1) and recalls some facts
necessary for further proofs. Section 3 deals with probability (3). The
asymptotic formula obtained is described in Theorem 3.1. Corollary 3.1
reproduces the result of [1, 2] which served as a starting point for this
work. Section 4 considers a specific perturbation of an extremal point of
the Gaussian deviation functional which arises if a sum of independent
identically distributed random vectors replaces the Gaussian vector !
in (3).
1. Preliminaries
Notation
In what follows, X is a separable real Hilbert space with inner product
( } , } ) and the corresponding norm | } |. In the Euclidean space Rd, which
is the range of the mapping , from formula (1), the inner product and the
norm are ( } , } ) and & }&.
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Some notation will be necessary to state in a precise form the restrictions
on functions of the arguments x # X, u=1r # R+ , and { # R+ used below.
The weak differentials in x are denoted as follows: for an arbitrary
mapping  from X to a vector space Y,
`
k
j=1
(aj , {) (x) =
def k
q1 } } } qk
(x+q1a1+ } } } +qkak) } q=0 , (4)
where q=(qj) # Rk and aj # X, j=1, ..., k. The Fre chet derivatives are {k,
k # N. Derivatives in small parameters are  k=def kuk, k # N, and
l=def  l{l.
The distribution of a random vector (RV) ! is denoted by L(!).
Restrictions on Gaussian Distribution
The RV ! # X is centered Gaussian and has covariance operator V:
E exp[(!, t)]=exp[&12 (Vt, t)], t # X. (5)
The covariance operator has infinite-dimensional range. To avoid trivial
complications it will be convenient to use a stronger assumption:
\f # X, f {0, (Vf , f )>0. (6)
Under this assumption, all eigenvalues of the covariance operator are
positive and there is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors. It will be con-
venient to normalize the distribution of ! assuming that the principal eigen-
value equals one:
_21 =
def
sup
|t|1
(Vt, t) =1. (7)
The trace of the covariance operator is _=tr V=E |!| 2.
Smoothness of the Functions , and g
The norms of all derivatives of , in all variables are bounded from above
by polynomials in |x|,
& kl(a1 , {) } } } (am , {) ,(x, u, v)&, k, l, m(1+|x| )A `
m
j=1
|aj |, (8)
where A=A(k, l, m)0.
The function g is smooth in all its arguments. Namely, it has continuous
derivatives of arbitrary order, and these derivatives admit the estimates
| k l(a1 , {) } } } (am , {) g(x; u, v)|# k, l,m |a1 | } } } |am | 1B(k, l, m) ,
(9)
1B=1B(x)=(1+|x| )B exp[ 12 |x|
2
*
],
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where B(k, l, m)0 is a constant and | } |
*
is a measurable seminorm in X
such that for some :>0
A
*
(:)=E exp[(1+:) 12 |!|
2
*
]<+. (10)
Note that 1B(*x) is non-decreasing in *0. Moreover,
1B(- * x+- + y)1B(x) 1B( y) (11)
if *, +0 and *++1. Indeed, 1+|- * x+- + y|(1+- * |x| )
(1+- + | y| ) and, by the triangle and Cauchy inequalities,
|- * x+- + y| 2
*
(- * |x|
*
+- + | y|
*
)2|x| 2
*
+| y| 2
*
.
It is easy to verify using (10) and the fact that all moments of the norm
of a Gaussian RV are finite that, whatever the choice of Gaussian RV '
and A, B0,
E |'|A 1B(!)<.
A Special Seminorm
An example of a seminorm possessing the required properties can be
obtained as follows. Let
P: X  E=[x # X: Vx=x] (12)
be the operator of orthogonal projection onto the invariant subspace of V
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue (cf. (7)) of the covariance operator.
This subspace has finite number of dimensions
&=dim(E) (13)
which is the multiplicity of the principal eigenvalue. The projection onto
the orthocomplement is R=def I&P, where I is the identity operator
in X.
The projection R! onto the orthocomplement of the principal eigenspace
is uncorrelated with (and, consequently, independent of ) the random
vector P!. Its covariance operator is RVR, and its largest eigenvalue is
separated from that of the complete operator V by a positive gap:
_2&+1= sup
|t|1
(RVRt, t)=1&#, #>0. (14)
306 v. v. yurinsky
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It is well known (see, e.g., [13]) that a centered Gaussian RV ' satisfies
the relation
A(s) =def E exp { s2_2+ |'|
2=< +, s<1, (15)
if _2+ is the largest eigenvalue of its covariance operator. It follows from
this fact and the above considerations that the seminorm
|x|
*
=
def 1
_1
[(1&}) |Px| 2+(1+}) |Rx| 2]12 (16)
satisfies condition (10), provided that the parameters :, } # (0, 1) obey the
(evidently compatible) restrictions
:
1+:
<}<
1
1&# \#&
:
1+:+ . (17)
The calculation of the next section make use of an elementary formula
for derivatives of the expression ei(t, ,)g.
Lemma 1.1. The derivatives of the product ei(t, ,)g are, up to factor ei(t, ,),
polynomials in t: whatever the choice of k, l, m # N,
 k l(a, {) m ei(t, ,)g= :
k+l
}=0
( g (})k, l, m , t
}am) ei(t, ,),
where the coefficients of the polynomial are smooth functions satisfying the
condition
\k$, l $, m$ # N, x # X, & k$ l $(b, {)m$ g (})k, l,m&c
k$, l $, m$
k, l, m (}) |b|
m$ 1A(x).
Here the notation is that of (9) and the exponents A=A(k, l, m, k$, l $, m$, })
are nonnegative.
In the lemma, notation & }& is used also for the norm of tensors in Rd_X.
The constants c and the exponents A can be evaluated explicitly in terms
of those in conditions (8) and (9).
The proof of Lemma 1.1 is an evident application of known formulae for
the derivatives of products and exponentials in combination with condi-
tions (8) and (9). Note that all summands are linear in g or its derivatives.
(Here and below no attempt is made at keeping track of the numerical
values of constants; c and similar notations may refer to different constants
in different parts of the argument. Constants are enumerated only locally
and only when this is necessary to avoid misunderstanding.)
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2. An Asymptotic Formula for a Gaussian Expectation
Smoothness of a Density
Consider in Rd the measure
M(B)=M(B; u, v) =def E1B(,[!; u, v]) g(!; u, v), (18)
where
1B( y)={1,0,
y # B,
y  B,
is, as usual, the indicator function of a set B # B(Rd), and the remaining
notations are those of (1).
Variance Condition
Put
X[!; y]=X[!; y, u, {] =def (!, {) ,( y; u, {). (19)
For fixed values of y # X, u, { # [0, 1], this is a centered Gaussian random
vector with values in Rd. Throughout the section , and the Gaussian law
L(!) are supposed to satisfy the condition (quite common in the context
of the infinite-dimensional central limit theorem) that for arbitrary B>0
E exp[&12E(t, X[!; y, u, {])
2] |y='c[1+&t&]&B, t # Rd, (20)
if ' is an independent copy of !. This condition stipulates that the
covariance matrix of X[!; y] is not degenerate for ``typical'' values of y (if
y is distributed according to L(!)). Note that using the fact that X[!; y]
is Gaussian and the Ho lder inequality condition (20) can be changed to the
form
E |E[ei(t, X[!; ']) | '] | pc[1+&t&]&B, c=c( p, B)
for arbitrary p, B0. One can find a slightly different version of condition
(20) in, e.g., [4; cf. the ``variance condition (V)''].
Subsequent calculations are based on the following.
Lemma 2.1. Measure (18) is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure mes( } ) in Rd. Its density
+( y)=+( y; u, v) =def
dM
d mes
( y), (21)
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is a bounded smooth function with bounded derivatives of all orders in all its
arguments y # Rd, u, v # [0, 12].
This lemma is a corollary of the following.
Lemma 2.2. For arbitrary natural numbers k, l, m, and n there exists a
constant c=cklmn>0 such that the inequality
|E kl(a, {) m exp[i(t, ,(!; u, v))] g(!; u, v)|cklmn |a|m [1+&t&]&n
holds for all t # Rd and u # [0, 12), v # [0,
1
2).
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is an application of Lemma 2.2 to the Fourier
transform of M,
+^(t)=E exp[i(t, ,[!; u, v])] g(!; u, v).
Calculations which constitute the proof of Lemma 2.2 are rather cumber-
some. It seems convenient to summarize some of the intermediate results as
separate lemmas. Below ,=,(x; u, v) and g=g(x; u, v) are the functions in
(1) or (18).
An Inequality for the Mean of an Imaginary Exponential
The main tool used to prove Lemma 2.2 is the following estimate. Let !,
!$ be independent Gaussian RV's with characteristic functional (5) and
p # (0, 1) an arbitrary number. Put
'=- 1&p !$ (22)
and consider the random variable X=X(!; ') of condition (20). Consider,
moreover, a monomial in x # X and t # Rd whose coefficients are functions
of y # X:
Q(x, t, y)=(C( y), xk tl) , k, l # N. (23)
In this formula, ( } , } ) denotes the inner product in the space of linear
functionals over Xk  (Rd)l. Assume that the coefficients obey the
restrictions
|C( y)|c01A( y), c0>0, A>0, (24)
where 1 is the function from condition (9).
Lemma 2.3. For each n>0, there exists a constant c>0 such that
|E(C('), !ktl) exp[i(X[!, '], t)] |c[1+&t&]&n.
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The value of c depends only on A, n, k, l, and the constants in conditions (8),
(20), and (24). It is uniformly bounded in p # [0, 12] (cf. (22)).
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Fix for time the value of '. By a known stability
property of Gaussian distributions, for each m # N
L(!)=L(!+), !+=m&12(! (1)+ } } } +!(m)),
where !( j ) are independent copies of ! (independent also of '). In the
calculations to follow, ! is replaced by the above sum of its copies.
If the number of summands is greater than the order of the polynomial,
m>k, the expression (C, !k+  t
l) can be decomposed into a finite
number of monomials in variables !( j ) (their number depends on k and m
only), none of which contains all the summands. This last circumstance
permits one to use the nondegeneracy condition (20) to evaluate the mean
of the corresponding monomial in the decomposition.
The choice of enumeration of the RV's !( j ) is immaterial. For this reason,
it suffices to consider a summand which has the form
U=exp { i- m (t, X[!(1)])=
_(Q(!(2), ..., !(m); '), tl) exp { i- m (t, X[!(2)+ } } } +!(m)])= .
(Here and below the argument ' is omitted in notation X[!; ', ...], as well
as the small parameters.)
The conditional expectation of this summand, given the values of !( j ),
j2, and ', is
E[U | ', !(2), ..., !(m)]=exp { i- m (t, X[!(2)+ } } } +!(m)])=
_(Q(!(2), ..., !(m); '), tl)
_E {exp { i- m (t, X[!(1)])= } '= ,
so by (24) its conditional expectation admits the bound
|E[U | ', !(2), ..., !(m)]|c &t& l 1A(') `
m
j=2
[1+|!( j )|k] H('),
310 v. v. yurinsky
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where
H( y)=c$ exp {& 12m E(t, X[!; y])2= .
One can now calculate the conditional expectation, given ', and reduce
the above estimate to
|E[U | ']|&t&l 1A(') H(').
By the Ho lder inequality for the expectation with respect to the distribu-
tion of ' and condition (20) with a large enough exponent, for a small
enough :>0,
E1A(') H(')c$[E1A(')1+:]1(1+:) [EH(')(1+:):]:(1+:)
c"[1+&t&]&n,
where the changed constant c"=c"(:) is the reminder of the factor
1A('). K
Bounds on the Fourier Transform
Proof of Lemma 2.2. By a well-known characteristic property of
Gaussian laws,
L(!)=L(- p !+- 1&p !$),
where !$ is an independent copy of ! and the number p # (0, 12) is arbitrary.
If &t&1, the bounds of the lemma are rather evident corollaries of the
conditions imposed upon the functions , and g. While the case of &t&>1
is treated, it will be assumed that
p=&t&&43
so - p &t&=&t&13 Z  and p &t&=&t&&13 z 0 as &t&  .
Put '=- 1&p !$ (cf. (22)) and expand the functions ,=
,('+- p !; u, v) and g in powers of - p for fixed values of u and v up to
the term of order O( pM2) (the exponent M will be chosen later).
Omitting for brevity the fixed parameters u and v from the notation, one
derives
,('+- p !)=FM (!; ')+p(M+1)2\,M (!, '),
(25)
FM (!; ')=,(')+ :
M
}=1
1
} !
p}2(!, {) } ,('),
311gaussian ld asymptotics
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The remainder term in (25) admits the estimate
&\,M&cM |!|
M+1 [1+|'|+- p |!|]A(M). (26)
The corresponding formulae for each of the coefficients g (})k, l,m in the
expansion of Lemma 1.1 are
g (})k, l,m=G
(})
k, l, m,M+p
(M+1)2\ gk, l,m, M (}), (27)
where G . . . , M are polynomials in ! with coefficients G . . . (') dependent on
' and satisfying the inequalities |G . . . (')|c1A('), while, in the notation of
(9), the generic bound for the remainders in decompositions of g (})k, l,m is
|\ g. . . |c . . . |!|
M+1 |
1
0
1A( . . . )('+ - p !) d.
It follows from the formula
|ei(t, ,)g&ei(t, FM)GM |=|ei(t, ,)[ g&GM]+ei(t, FM)[ei(t, ,&FM)&1] GM |
and the elementary inequality |ei:&1||:| that
|ei(t, ,)g (})k, l, m&e
i(t, FM)G (})k, l, m, M |
cp(M+1)2 |!| M+1 (1+&t&)
_(1+|'|+- p |!| )B _1A(')+|
1
0
1A('+ - p !) d& (28)
for appropriate exponents A and B (see (9)). These are chosen according
to the values of k, l, m, and M. For the choice of p adopted here, it follows
from (10), (20), and the independence of ', ! that
E |ei(t, ,)g (})k, l, m&Ee
i(t, FM)G (})k, l,m, M |c[1+&t&]
&;(M), ;(M)&1+M3.
The exponent ; can be made arbitrarily large if M is chosen large enough.
It remains to evaluate the expectations
EM=E exp[i(- p t, X[!, '])] exp[iF ] G . . . , M (!, '),
where the exponent
F =def :
M
}=2
1
} !
p}2(t, (!, {) } ,('))=O( p &t&),
is linear in t being (as well as the factor following the exponentials) a poly-
nomial in !. Notation O( p &t&) here implies that all moments of F satisfy
the inequalities E |F |mcm[ p &t&]m; these follow, e.g., from (8).
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Using the special choice of p, one can once again decompose the second
exponential in powers of F to obtain the expression
EM= :
p$+p"M$
E(Cp$, p" ('), !p$ tp") exp[i(t, X(!; '))]+O(&t&&M),
where the exponent in the last factor and the tensor-valued coefficients C
obey the restrictions of Lemma 2.3. Hence one can use this lemma to sup-
press the growth of the factors tp" and obtain the desired bound choosing
M=M(n) large enough. Note that [1+- p &t&]&1[1+&t&]&13. K
An Asymptotic Formula
In this section an asymptotic formula is derived for expectation (1). The
main result is the following.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that conditions (8), (9), (20), and (30) are
satisfied. Then expectation (1) admits asymptotic expansion (2). If the condi-
tional expectation
Gu, {( y) =
def E[ g(!; u, {) | ,(!; u, {)= y]
is a smooth function of its arguments, the coefficients of the asymptotic
expansion can be calculated using (32). In particular, the expression for the
principal term is
m0, 0=_|Rd f ( y; 0) dy& p0, 0(0) E[ g(!; 0, 0) | ,(!; 0, 0)=0], (29)
where pu, {( y) is the density of ,(!; u, {).
What follows is essentially an application of the Laplace method to
approximate integrals of functions containing a rapidly decaying factor. It
seems convenient to begin with a brief review of the technique.
Assume that the function f ( y; {), y # Rd, satisfies the following condi-
tions: for each B>0 and k, l, m # Z+ there exists a constant c=
c(B, k, l, m)>0 such that for { # [0, =0] and L1,
|
&y&L
| f ( y; {)| l+1 dy+|
&y&L
&y&m } 
kf
{k
( y; {) } dy cLB . (30)
Let g: Rd  R be a bounded function having derivatives of arbitrary orders
in a neighborhood of zero.
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Proposition 2.1. For each natural number M1 the integral
J(r, {) =def |
Rd
f (ry, {) g( y) dy (31)
admits the expansion
J(r, {)=
1
rd
:
M
}=0
1
r}
J}({)+\M (r; {), J}({)=
1
} ! |Rd ( y, {)
} g(0) f ( y; {) dy,
where r  + and the remainder term satisfies the inequality
|\M (r)|CMr&M&1.
Each coefficient J}({) is a smooth function of its argument, and the coef-
ficients of its expansion in powers of { are
d m
d{m
J}(0)=|
Rd
( y, {)} g(0)
mf
{m
( y; 0) dy.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. The change to the scaled integration variable
y$=ry transforms the integral into
J(r; {)=
1
rd |Rd f ( y; {) g(r
&1y) dy
(here and below, primes are suppressed to simplify notation). By condition
(30), for arbitrary B>0 and, e.g., L=- r ,
J(r; {)=
1
rd _|&y&L f ( y; {) g(r&1y) dy+O(L&B)& .
The formula of the proposition now follows from the Taylor formula and
condition (30): for some  # [0, 1],
g( y)= :
M
}=0
r&}
} !
( y, {)} g(0)+
r&M&1
(M+1)!
( y, {)M+1 g(r&1y).
It remains to substitute the above expansion into the integral and to use
the integrability condition to evaluate the error due to omission of the
remainder term and the change of integration domain to the whole space.
A similar argument proves the possibility of expanding J}({) in powers
of {. K
It is now possible to consider the original problem of calculating expec-
tation (1).
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Using measure (18) and its density (21), this
expectation can be written in the form
Ef (r,[!; u, {]; {) g(!; u, {)=|
Rd
f (ry; {) +( y; u, {) dy, u=r&1.
The existence of an asymptotic expansion in powers of small parameters {
and 1r becomes apparent, since conditions of Proposition 2.1 are fulfilled
by Lemma 2.1.
It remains to derive the ``explicit'' formulae for the coefficients in this
expansion in terms of the conditional mean Gu, {( y) and the density of
,(!; u, {),
pu, {( y)=\ 12?+
d
|
Rd
e&i(t, y)E exp[i(t, ,[!; u, {])] dy.
(Existence of a smooth density is evident from Lemma 2.1 with g#1.) In
this notation,
Ef (r,; {) g=|
Rd
f (ry; {) pu, {( y) Gu,{( t) dy
=
1
rd |Rd f ( y; {) pu, {(r
&1y) Gu, {(r&1y) dy,
and, supposing sufficient regularity of p and G, this expression can be
expanded in powers of { and 1r. The terms of the expansion are expressed
through
{}
r*++
(G}, *, + , y*) , y*=|
Rd
y*@f ( y; {) | {=0 dy,
(32)
G},*, +=} +{*y [ pu, {( y) Gu, {( y)] | u={=0, y=0 .
The expression is simplest for the principal term. Put F=Rd f ( y; 0) dy.
Then
lim
r  
rd
F |Rd f (ry; 0) h(!; 0, 0) dy=p0, 0(0) E[ g(!; 0, 0) | ,(!; 0, 0)=0]. K
3. An Asymptotic Formula for Large Deviations
The techniques of the preceding sections are applied here to derive an
asymptotic formula for probability (3). It is general knowledge that the
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principal term of asymptotics of ln p(r) can be described in terms of the
deviation functional
40(x) =
def
sup
h # X
[(x, h)&ln E exp[(!, h)]]= 12 (V
&1x, x). (33)
(The deviation functional is obviously nonnegative and may assume the
value +.) The ``rough'' asymptotic expression is
p(r)=exp[&48r2[1+o(1)]], r  +, 48 =
def
inf
8(x)0
40(x). (34)
The purpose of this section is to elaborate a more precise asymptotic
formula which provides an asymptotic expansion for probability (3) itself
rather than one for its logarithm (for sums of independent RV's and
deviations of order O(- n) results of this kind were obtained in [5]; for
moderate deviations see [6, 8]). The main result of the section is Theorem
3.1 below. The formulae it yields are typically of the form
p(r)=const } rD exp[&48r2][1+o(1)].
For instance, Corollary 3.1 below reproduces the well-known result of [1,
2]. The statement and proof of Theorem 3.1 use notation and a number of
conditions introduced and discussed in the next few sections.
Structure of the Extremal Set
The functional 8 is assumed to be smooth, and its gradient does not
vanish on the hypersurface H8=[x: 8(x)=0]. More precisely, 8 has
continuous Fre chet derivatives of arbitrary order and
|{8(x)|,>0 if dist(x, H8)=0 . (35)
It is assumed below that the lower bound in (34) is attained on H8 .
Moreover, all extremal points belong to the subspace VX:
[x # X: 8(x)=0, 40(x)=48]=VF0 , F0/X. (36)
Under restriction (6) the subspace VX is dense in X. Recall that the points
from the subspace VX are mean values of Gaussian distributions obtained
from the centered law L(!) by the Crame r transform,
Fh(dx)=_|X e(x, h)F(dx)&
&1
e(x, h)F(dx):
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if x=Vh and h # X, then
x={ ln E exp[(!, h)]=[E exp[(!, h)]]&1 Ee(!, h)!. (37)
Thus, it is possible to apply the Crame r transform with an appropriate
value of h to shift the expectation of (1r) ! to each extremal point. For the
centered Gaussian distribution L(!) the Crame r transform changes only
the mean: if F=L(!), then
E exp[(!, h)]=exp[ 12 (Vh, h)], Fh=L(Vh+!).
For points x=Vh the value of the deviation functional is 12 (Vh, h) , so
the extremal points of this functional on the surface H8 obey the well-
known necessary condition
_; # R, Vh=;Vn(x),
where n(x)=|{8(x)|&1 {8(x) is the unit outward normal vector to H8 at
x. The subspace VX being dense, this condition can be written as
_;=;(x) # R: h=;n(x) if x=Vh # VF0 . (38)
The factor ;=;(x) can also be expressed in terms of n(x) and the extremal
value 48 ; indeed, multiplying (38) by Vh and using this equality once
again to express h through n, one arrives at the relations
48=(Vh, h) =( ;n(x), Vh)=;2(Vn(x), n(x)). Hence,
;2=(Vn(x), n(x)) &1 48 . (39)
In what follows, the set of extrema is supposed to be parameterized by
points of a measure space (S=[e], S, _): for a measurable set S0 and a
measurable mapping h,
F0=[h(e): e # S0/S]. (40)
By (38), the vector h(e) corresponding to a point of minimum
x(e)=Vh(e) has the direction of the outward normal to H8 ,
n(e)=def n[x(e)].
Each extremum in in the sequel associated with a decomposition of the
identity operator into a sum of orthogonal projections,
I=Pe+Qe+Re , (41)
where Pe : x [ (x, n(e)) n(e) is the one-dimensional projection onto the
line normal to H8 and the subspace QeX is finite-dimensional:
d=d(e) =def dim(QeX)<+. (42)
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Fix some orthonormal basis (ej , j=0, d ) with e0=n(e) in the subspace
[Pe+Qe] X. Denote by
Ve =
def &(Vej , ek)& j, k=0, d (43)
the matrix of the operator [Pe+Qe] V[Pe+Qe] in this basis.
A ``Focusing Device''
The parameterization above is related to a triple of functions
(measurable in their arguments e # S0 , u # R+ , x # X, and smooth in
v # [0, 1]), viz., qe(u), q^e(x, v), and
Qr(x) =
def |
S0
rD(e)qe( |rQe[x&rx(e)]| ) q^e(r&1x, r&1) d_(e).
For a fixed e, the function qe is bounded and vanishes outside a
neighborhood of zero: qe(u)=0 if u1. The function q^e has continuous
Fre chet derivatives of arbitrary order with respect to its argument x # X.
Moreover, q^e( y, r&1)=0 if | y&x(e)|=0 , where =0 is some positive
number.
The integral Qr(x) is a bounded measurable function of x # X and for
large r its values approximate the indicator of a neighbourhood of the
extremal set for the deviation functional. Namely, there exist c>0 and
=>0 such that for r>r0
|P[8[r&1!]0]&EQ(!) 1[80](r&1!)|c exp[&[48+=] r2]. (44)
The ``focusing device'' described above will be employed to reduce the
original problem with its multiple extremum of the deviation functional to
one in which there is a unique essential extremum of 40 .
It will be assumed below that all Fre chet derivatives of 8 are bounded
in all X. This assumption does not restrict generality because the ``focusing
device'' excludes points of X that are too distant from x^.
Tangency Condition
The calculations below make use of the mapping
,: x [
r8(x^+r&1x)
|{8(x^)|
e0+ :
d
j=1
(x, ej) ej . (45)
To employ the results of the preceding section, it is necessary to impose
some form of condition (20).
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It is easy to see that the random vector of (19) is
X[!; y]=
1
|{8(x^)|
(!, {) 8(x^+r&1y) e0+ :
d
j=1
(!, ej) ej , (46)
so the quadratic form in (20) is
(Q[ y] t, t) =def E(t, X[!; y, u, {])2
= }V12 _ t
(0)
|{8(x^)|
{8 \x^+1r y++ :
d
j=1
t( j )ej& }
2
. (47)
It is assumed that this quadratic form satisfies the inequality
(Q[0] t, t)c &t&2, t # Rd+1, (48)
if 1r, {, . Moreover, for arbitrary B>0 there exist constants , $=, $(B)
and c$=c$(B) such that
E exp[&12s
2 |V12{28(x^+u!2) !1 | 2]c$[1+s2]&B (49)
if s # R and u, {, $, where !i , i=1, 2, are independent copies of !.
By (46) condition (48) amounts to the assumption that the unit vector
n(x^) is ``uniformly'' linearly independent from ej , j=1, d .
Condition (49) is essentially a restriction on the spectrum of the
covariance operator of V12{28(x^+ y) ! which stipulates that it has an
infinite set of positive eigenvalues. The part played by averaging in !2 is to
ensure the validity of the condition in ``typical'' points close to x^.
Lemma 3.1. Mapping (45) obeys condition (20) if conditions (48) and
(49) are satisfied.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. It is easy to see that for each t=(t( j ), j=0, d ) the
quadratic form (47) of condition (20) is
(Q[ y] t, t)=|V12[ t^+s( y)]| 2, s=s(t) =def (r |{8(x^)| )&1 t(0), (50)
where
t^=t(0)n(x^)+ :
d
j=1
t( j )ej , ( y)=r[{8(x^+r&1y)&{8(x^)]. (51)
By the assumption on derivatives of 8, |( y)|c | y|.
It will be convenient to distinguish between the ``large'' and ``small''
values of s:
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(a) If |s|&t&12, the sum of V12t^ and sV12 can be small only if
| y|c &t&12. Thus by the exponential Chebyshev inequality and (15)
E exp[&12 (Q(') t, t)]e
&c$ &t&+P[ |'|c" &t&12]2 exp[&c$$$ &t&],
so (20) holds for each B if the constant c is appropriately chosen.
(b) The other case, |s|>&t&12, needs a different argument. While
calculating the expectation in (20), one can assume that '=
- q '$+- 1&q '", where '$, '" are independent copies of ! and q=|s|&43,
so that |s| q12=q&14 is large and |s| q=q14 small.
Using Taylor's formula, one can expand (- q '$+- 1&q '") in powers
of - q:
(- q '$+- 1&q '")
=A+- q {28 \x^+- 1&qr '"+ '$+\('$, '", q), (52)
where
A=r _{8 \x^+- 1&qr '"+&{8(x^)& , |\('$, '", q)|cqr&1 |'$| 2.
(53)
Abbreviate the conditional probability, given the value of '", to
P"( } )=def P[ } | '"]. It is evident that for a small #>0
P"[(Q[- q '$+- 1&q '"] t, t)q2#]
P" { |V12[ t^+s(&\)]|12 q#=+P" { |V12\ |
1
3
|s| &1 q#=
P[ |'$|cq&18+#2]
+P" { |V12[A++8"('") '$]| 12 |s| q&12+#= , (54)
where A+=(|s| - q)&1 [ t^+A] and 8"('")={28(x^+(- 1&qr) '").
The first probability in the right-hand side is small by (15):
P[ |'$|q&18+#2]c$ exp[&c"q&14+#]. (55)
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While evaluating the second term in the right-hand side of (54), it is
convenient to ``duplicate'' '$ into two independent copies !i , i=1, 2, which
are independent also of '", and to set ==q&12+#(2 |s| )= 12q
14+#:
P"[ |V12[A++8"'$]|=]
=- P"([ |V[A++8"!1]|=] & [ |V[A++8"!2]|=])
- P"[ |V128"! |- 2 =],
where the difference ! =(1- 2)(!1&!2) has the distribution of ! by the
characteristic property of Gaussian laws. Evidently, for any random
variable Y and $>0 there is inequality
c$Ee&Y2$52P[ |Y|$]+e&1- $c"Ee&Y2$32.
Thus, the final estimate for the probability is
P"[ |V12[A++8"'$]|=]
c^E" exp {& 12= - = |V128"'$| 2=+c^e&c - =, (56)
where E" is the conditional expectation with respect to P". Since =&t&&#$,
#$=#$(#)>0, inequalities (54) and (56) yield the bound of the lemma also
for ``large'' values of |s| after averaging with respect to the distribution
of '". K
An Integrability Condition
Put
8 =8 (x(e)) =def |{8[x(e)]| &1 ;(e) {28(x(e)). (57)
This operator characterizes the local properties of H8 near x(e).
It will be assumed below that there exists a seminorm | } |
*
with the
properties stipulated in (10) and a collection of positive constants such that
(8 y, y)c1+| y| 2* (58)
whenever 8(x(e)+(1r) y)0, |rQe y|c2 , and | y|c3 r for rc4 .
The Main Result
The above conditions will be used to prove the following.
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Theorem 3.1. (a) If conditions (35), (36), (40)(42), (44), (48)(49),
and (57)(58) are satisfied, then probability (3) admits the asymptotic
representation
p(r)=exp[&48r2] _|S0 rD(e)EMe(!, r&1) d_(e)+O(e&=r
2
)& ,
where
Me( y, r&1)=exp[&r(h(e), y)] 1[80](x(e)+r&1y)
_qe( |rQe y| ) q^e(x(e)+r&1y). (59)
(b) The expectation EMe in the right-hand side of the above equality
admits, for each e # S0 , an asymptotic expansion in powers of 1r: for every
M # N
EMe(!, r&1)=
1
rd(e)+1
:
M
k=0
mk
rk
+O \ 1rM+1+ ,
where d(e) is the number of dimensions of the subspace QeX in decomposition
(41).
The first coefficient in the asymptotic expansion is (cf. (43))
m0=
1
- det(2?Ve) _|Rd qe( | y| ) dy& q^(x(e))
_E {exp {12 (8 R!, R!)= } [Pe+Qe] !=0= .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a) The integral representation follows
immediately from condition (44) and Lemma 3.2 below.
(b) Existence of an asymptotic expansion and the expression for its
principal term follow from Lemma 3.3 below. K
Corollary 3.1. If ! is a centered Gaussian RV with the covariance
operator V, then
p0(r) =
def
P[ |!|r]=[1+O(r&1)]
K
1(&2) \
1
2
r2+
(12) &&1
exp {&12 r2= ,
where
K=E exp {12 |R!| 2== `

j=1
(1&_2&+ j)
&12.
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In the statement of the corollary, _2k are eigenvalues of the covariance
operator ordered into a decreasing sequence (a multiple eigenvalue is inter-
preted as a series of equal ones). The result originates in [1, 2].
Lemma 3.2. If x(e)=Vh(e) is a minimum of the deviation functional of
the centered Gaussian RV ! on the surface H8 , then (see (59))
Eqe( |rQe[!&rx(e)]| ) q^e(r&1!, r&1) 1[80](r&1!)=exp[&48 r2] EMe(!).
Proof of Lemma 3.2. The formula of the lemma is obtained by
straightforward application of the Crame r transform with parameter rh(e)
to the distribution of ! using the inversion formula
F(dx)=_|X e(x, h)F(dx)& e&(xh*, h)e&(x&xh*, h)Fh(dx), xh* =
def |
X
xFh(dx).
In the conditions of the lemma, the mean of Fh is rx(e) and
1
2r
2(Vh(e), h(e))&(rh(e), Ex*rh(e))= & 12 r
2(Vh(e), h(e)) =&48r2. K
A Perturbation of Extremum
The next result should be an asymptotic expression for the expectation
of Lemma 3.2. It seems practical to deduce, with little additional effort, a
slightly more general formula providing for a specific perturbation of the
extremal pair [x(e), h(e)] described in (60). To state the result it is
necessary to introduce an additional condition and some notation.
The perturbation of the pair [x(e), h(e)] considered here is determined
by the functions
x^=x^({, e) # X, h =h ({, e) # X, ; =; ({, e) # R,
where e is the parameter selecting the extremum and { # R+. These func-
tions are supposed to solve the equations
8(x^)=0, Qe[x^&x0]=0, [I&Qe] ; n(x^)=[I&Qe] h , (60)
with n(x), as usual, the unit normal vector to H8 at the point x. The initial
conditions are
h (0, e)=h0 =
def h(e), x^(0, e)=x0 =
def x(e), ; (0, e)=;0 =
def ;(e). (61)
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Moreover, later on n0=n(x0) is the unit vector of the outward normal at
x0 . Put
M e( y, r&1, {) =
def
exp[&r(h (e), y)] 1[80](x^(e)+r&1y)
_qe[|rQe y|] q^e[x^(e)+r&1y]
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that conditions (35), (40)(42), (48)(49), (57),
(58), and (60) are fulfilled. Then the expectation EM e(!, 1r, {) admits
asymptotic expansion in powers of small parameters: whatever the choice of
K, M # N,
M e( y, r&1, {)=\1r+
d+1
:
K
}=0
:
M
+=0
{+
r}
m^}, ++O(r&(K+1)+{M+1).
The principal term in this expansion is that of Theorem 3.1, m^0,0=m0 .
Proof of Lemma 3.3. In the calculations to follow it will be convenient
to use a special coordinate system in X. The coordinates will include the
vector Rex (see (41)) and the scalar functions ,(x) of (45). It is easy to see
that in a neighborhood of zero
,(x) =def :
d
j=0
,j (x) ej=[P e+Qe] x+O(r&1 |x| 2),
where P e : x [ (x, n^) e0 , n^=n(x^), and that the mapping x [ ,(x)+Rex is
smoothly invertible if { and 1r are small. This mapping can be extended
to all X in such a way that condition (8) would still hold, e.g., using the
formula , =`(x) ,(x)+[1&`(x)][Pe+Qe] x, with ` some smooth cutoff
function selecting the neighborhood of zero, where the initial mapping has
the desired properties.
In the rapidly varying exponential factor of M , the exponent can be
written in the form
&r(h , y) =&r(; n^, y)+(; n^&h , rQe y)
using (60). This expression can be transformed to read
&r(h , y)= &
r2; 8(x^+r&1y)
|{8(x^)|
+
1
2
(8 y, y)
+(; n^&h , rQe y)+9(r&1y), (62)
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where 8 =|{8(x^)| &1 ; {28(x^) and
9 =def
;
|{8(x^)| _8(x^+ y)&({8(x^), y) &
1
2
({28(x^) y, y)&
is a smooth function of y # X which vanishes at y=0 with its Fre chet
derivatives of the first and second order.
Employing (62) and the coordinates [,, Rex], the expression of the
lemma can be transformed into
M e(!, r&1)=exp[&r; ,0(!)] 1R+(,0(!)) exp[(; n^&h , rQe,(!))]
_qe( |rQe,(!)| ) q^e(x^+r&1!) exp[ 12 (8 !, !)+9(r
&1!)], (63)
where ,0( y)=r8(x^+(1r) y)|8(x^)|.
The quadratic form (8 y, y) satisfies the summability condition (58)
uniformly in {=0 , =0>0. Indeed, the function 8 is smooth, so for small
values of {
(8 !, !)(8 !, !) +c |x^&x0 | |!| 2.
Hence M e satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1.
It remains to identify the principal term of the asymptotic expansion.
As {, 1r  0, the mapping ,(!, 1r, {) degenerates into a projection:
,(!; 1r, {)  [Pe+Qe] !. Hence its limit density is Gaussian (see (6) and
(43)):
p0, 0( y)=
1
- det(2?Ve)
exp {&12 (V&1e y, y)=>0.
Consequently, pu,v( y)>0 for sufficiently small values of its arguments, and
the conditional expectation of Theorem 2.1,
Gu, v( y)=
1
(2?)d pu,v( y) |Rd e
&i(t, y) Eei(t,8)q^e(12)(8 !, !) +9 dt,
is also smooth in u, v, and y. The formula for the principal term now
follows from Theorem 2.1(b). K
Proof of Corollary 3.1. The situation considered in the corollary is that
of Theorem 3.1 for 8(x)= 12 [|x|
2&1]. It is fairly easy to verify that 48=1
by the normalization condition (7) and that the minimum of the deviation
functional is attained on the unit sphere of the principal eigenspace
F0=E & [ |x|=1]. A natural parameterization is by the points of the unit
sphere of R&, and to avoid trivial complications it is convenient to identify
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F0 with this latter. The surface area d_( } ) will be used for ``focusing.'' In the
special case considered here, the projection Qe of decomposition (41) is
onto the tangent subspace of F0 , and the operator R projecting X onto the
orthocomplement of the principal eigenspace (see (12)(15)) does not
depend on e.
The focusing device can be constructed starting with a pair of smooth
functions /: R  [0, 1] and q: R  [0, +). In this paper, q(u) is even
and non-increasing on R+. It vanishes for u1. The function /(u) vanishes
for u&1 and possesses the additional property
/(u)+/(&u)#1.
Otherwise these infinitely differentiable functions are arbitrary. The corre-
sponding function Q is the average (with respect to uniform distribution on
the unit sphere) of the product
r2(&&1)/((x, e) ) q( |rQe[x&re]|2) q^( |r&1Px| 2, r&1) /+(x&re),
where P=Pe+Qe and /+( y) is a smooth function which vanishes for
| y|2u, u=[ln r]2, and equals 1 for | y|u. The presence of this factor
influences the integral in the focusing condition only at the points from
V= .
e # S
[x: |x&re|>u] & [x: |Qe(x&re)|1r].
If |x|r and x # V, then |Rx| 2u22 or |Px| 2r2+u2 for large r. Hence
for !+=P!+- 1+} R! and }>0
P[! # V, |!|r]P[ |!+ |2r2+c}u2].
The covariance operator of !+ has the same principal eigenvalue and
eigenspace as that of !, and the sequence of remaining eigenvalues has a
common majorant if }}0 . By the Chebyshev inequality
P[ |!+ |2r2+c}u2]exp[&s(r2+c}u2)2] E exp[s |!+ |22]
C(1&s)&&2 exp[&s(r2+c}u2)2],
where the last estimate, which improves on (15), is obtained using the
explicit formula for the Laplace transform of the distribution of |!+ |2 (see,
e.g., [1]). With s=1&c}u2(2r2), this inequality shows that the probabil-
ity is negligible.
The remaining factor in the product is
q^(u, r&1)=_r
2(&&1)
|S| |S /((x, e) ) q( |r
2Qex| 2) d_(e)&
&1
, u>0.
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In this expression, the vector x # E is an arbitrary one satisfying the condi-
tion |x| 2=u and |S| is the surface area of the unit sphere in R&. It has been
shown in [8] that the function q^ is non-decreasing and admits, for
r  +, the asymptotic representation
q^(u)=|S| q~ u(&&1)2 _1+O \ 1r4u+& , q~ =_|R&&1 & [ |z|1] q( |z| 2) dz&
&1
.
Its derivatives satisfy the inequalities
|q^(k)(u)|ck u&k+(&&1)2, k=1, 2, ..., r4u1.
The assumption of the preceding sections are fulfilled for this choice of
the surface by Lemma 3.1. By symmetry, the expectation of the above
product does not depend on e. The resulting asymptotic formula is
p0(r)=|S| r2(&&1) exp[&12r
2] r&&
_p0(0) } E[exp[ 12 |R!|
2] | P!=0][1+O(r&1)],
where p0(0)=(2?)&&2 is the value of the standard Gaussian density at the
origin, and, by the independence of P! and R!, the expectation is
``unconditional.'' Substituting into the formula the expression for the sur-
face area of unit sphere, |S|=2?&21(&2), one obtains the formula of the
lemma. K
4. Existence of ``Good'' Perturbation of the Extremum
Equations (60) considered here appear naturally in the study of
moderately large deviations for sums of independent RV's.
Consider a RV ' # X satisfying the Crame r condition
A1(t)#E exp[t |'|]<, 0tA2 . (64)
Suppose that ' is centered and has the same covariances as the Gaussian
RV ! of the preceding paragraphs:
\h # X, E(', h) =0, E(', h) 2=(Vh, h) =def E(!, h) 2. (65)
Assume, moreover, that extrema of the deviation functional of L(!) on H8
obey restrictions (36), (38), and have parameterization (40).
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Select an extremum point of the Gaussian deviation functional; i.e., fix a
point e # S0 and thus determine h0 , x0 , n0 , and ;0 of (61). Put, for {>0
and g # X (specified later):
h 0=h ({, e) =
def h0+{g, n^ =
def n(x^),
(66)
x^=x^({, e) =def
1
{
{ ln E exp[(', {h)]=
1
{
[Ee(',{h)]&1 Ee(', {h)'.
Equations (60) select two functions, { [ g({, e) # X and { [ ; ({) # R. In
other words, system (60) specifies the choice of parameter in the Crame r
transform which shifts the mean value of the transformed distribution to a
point with the same projection onto the finite-dimensional subspace QX,
where the unit normal vector inherits the direction of its projection
[I&Q] n(x^) from n0 .
Using (57), the vector x^ and the normal one at this point can, for small
values of {, be written as
1
{
(x^&x0)=Vg+++O({),
;0
{
[n^&n0]=8 (Vg++)+O({) (67)
with +=E(', h0) 2 '.
Lemma 4.1. Equations (60) have a unique solution [h , ; ] which is a
smooth function of { if conditions (64)(65) are satisfied and the linear
operator
Re&Re8 V 12[I&Q ] V 12Re : ReX  ReX
has bounded inverse.
In the above, V =V12[I&P ] V12, where P : x [ (x, n~ ) n~ is the
projection onto the direction of n~ =|V12n0 |&1 V12n0 and Q =
V 12Qe[QeV Qe]&1 QeV 12 is one more projection operator.
Remark 4.1. The operator QeV Qe : QeX  QeX has bounded inverse
because of condition (6). Indeed, the space where it acts is finite dimen-
sional, so it is sufficient to verify that
(QeV Qe y, y)=|[I&P ] V12Qe y| 2>0
if Qe y{0. Arguing by contradiction, a straightforward calculation shows
that
[I&P ] V12Qe y=V12z, z=:e0& :
d
j=1
;j ej ,
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where the coefficients ;j all vanish only if Qe y=0. By (6) V12z=0 only if
z=0, and this is impossible if Qe y{0.
Thus only the invertibility of the second operator of the lemma is a
restrictive condition as long as uniformity in e is not essential.
If the parameterization of extrema is by points of a smooth manifold and
the norms of the inverse operators in the lemma are uniformly bounded,
then the dependence of h and ; on the parameter e selecting the extremum
is also smooth.
Remark 4.2. The conditions of the lemma are fulfilled, e.g., if the
underlying unperturbed problem is that considered in Corollary 3.1. The
operators Pe , Qe , and Re in this case are projections onto invariant sub-
spaces of V (see (12)(14)) and 8 =I. The operators of the lemma are
easily calculated: V =Qe , Q =Qe . The last one is
Re&Re8 V 12[I&Q ] V 12Re=R&RVR=R&RVR,
and it is invertible by (14).
Proof of Lemma 4.1. It is convenient to introduce a new variable by the
formula
B =def
1
{
(; &;0)
and to transform (60) to read
1
{
[8(x^)&8(x0)]=0,
1
{
Q[x^&x0]=0, (68)
[I&Q] {Bn^+;0{ [n^&n0]&g==0, (69)
with a view to use the fact that for {=0 the ``unperturbed'' values B=0
and h0 solve the system.
The unknown B can be expressed explicitly through g; to do so it suffices
to multiply (69) by n0 and note that (n^, n0){0 for small {. To eliminate
this unknown, substitute the result into the equation. It assumes the form
[I&Qe] _I& 1(n^, n0) n^n0&{
;0
{
[n^&n0]&g==0, (70)
where (n^n0) x=(n0 , x) n^.
Evidently, [I&Qe][I&Pe]=Re and (n^, n0) &1 n^n0  Pe as {  0.
Using these relations, (67), and (57), Eqs. (68) and (70) can be written
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(n0 , Vg)=&(n0 , +)+90 ,
QeVg=&Qe++91 , (71)
[Re&Re8 V] g=Re8 ++92 ,
where 9i ( g, {) are smooth functions which vanish if {=0.
It remains to verify that the linear system with the left-hand side of
(71) defines a bounded operator to apply the theorem on implicitly defined
functions to prove the lemma. Introduce the new set of unknowns
:=( g, n0) # R, y=Qeg, and z=Re g. Combining the equations of (71) to
make the system ``triangular,'' this system can be reduced to
|n~ | 2 :+(n~ , V12Qe y) +(n~ , V12Re z)=A0 ,
QeV Qe y+QeV Rez=A1 ,
[Re&Re8 V 12(I&Q ) V 12Re] z=A2 ,
where the operators are those from the statement of the lemma and the
right-hand sides are combinations of the right-hand sides of the equations
of the original system.
It is evident that the last system defines a bounded linear operator, so
the assertion of the lemma follows from the implicit function theorem. K
The ``Good'' Directions
The conditions of Lemma 4.1 above are quite natural if the extremal
normal n0=n(e) belongs to the subspace V12X and the projections of (41)
commute with operator (57), while the parameterization of (40) is smooth.
Consider the points of the surface H8 which belong to the subspace
V12X and lie close to x(e). To select these it is convenient to use an
explicit formula to represent the surface. In what follows, the inde-
pendent variable is y # Te=def [ y # X: ( y, V12n0) =0], and the points of
H8 & V12X are x=x( y)=def V12y+`( y) n0 with n0=n(e). In this for-
mula `( y) solves the equation
8(x0+V12y+`( y) n0)=0.
By the theorem on implicit functions the function ` is well defined and
smooth in a neighborhood of zero. Calculating its derivatives for y=0 and
using Taylor's formula, one arrives at the equality
`( y)= &
1
2;0
(V128 (x0) V12y, y)+O( | y| 3), (72)
in which the notation is that of (57).
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The deviation functional 40 (see (33)) is finite on V12X, and for the
points lying on H8 its value is
40(x0+V12y+`( y) n0)= 12 |V
&12x0+ y+`( y) V&12n0 | 2
=48+ 12 | y|
2+(V&12x0 , y)
+(V&12x0 , `( y) V&12n0) +O( | y| 3). (73)
By (38) the choice of the coordinates leads to the relations
(V&12x0 , V&12n0)=;(e) and (V&12x0 , y)=0. Thus (73) reduces to
40[x( y)]=48+ 12 | y|
2& 12(8 y, y)+O( | y|
3). (74)
On the set, where 40 attains its maximal value, this functional is con-
stant. Hence the directions tangent to this set at point x0 are selected by
the projection Qe which satisfies the condition
Qe[I&V
128 V12] Qe=0. (75)
The projection Re onto the complementary subspace of Te satisfies the
inequality
Re[I&V
128 V12] Re0, (76)
and under natural additional restrictions the operator is strictly positive
definite. The subtracted term is an operator with finite trace (not
necessarily positive), and conditions ensuring that its spectrum is separated
from zero need not be very unrealistic. Note that in a situation where 8
commutes with V and the projections this amounts to the condition of
Lemma 4.1.
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